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ABSTRACT 
The classification of five-dimensional complete left-symmetric algebras is known 
to be a hard problem. In this paper we establish an explicit classification of the 
five-dimensional complete left-symmetric algebras over R, having an abetian asso- 
ciated Lie algebra. A detailed list of all possible isomorphism types is presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, there has been growing interest in the question (going back to 
John Milnor [8]) of which Lie groups admit a simply transitive and affine 
action on R". A rather surprising discovery was that there exist simply 
connected, connected, nilpotent groups not admitting such a simply transitive 
affine action [1, 3]. 
The question above ean be translated to the Lie algebra level, where it 
becomes: which Lie algebras admit a complete left-symmetric algebra struc- 
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ture compatible with the given Lie algebra structure. As any left-symmetric 
algebra (LSA, for short) has a unique compatible Lie algebra structure, the 
classification of the LSAs yields the answer. Moreover, D. Segal [9] proved 
that every finite dimensional complete left-symmetric algebra can be derived 
from the finite dimensional nilpotent left-symmetric algebras. So our primary 
concern should be the classification of the complete nilpotent left-symmetric 
algebras. 
A first step in this direction was taken by H. Kim [6, 7], who studied and 
classified all complete nilpotent left-symmetric algebras of dimension at most 
4. In the abelian case Vasquez proved (in a reference the authors cannot 
locate) that there are only finitely many structures in dimension 5 but 
infinitely many for dimensions greater than 5. 
In this paper we establish the classification of the complete five-dimen- 
sional abelian left-symmetric structures. We use the second cohomology 
group of LSAs, which H. Kim has introduced [6, 7]. In the abelian case a 
complete LSA always has a nontrivial center. This makes it possible to write 
down a short exact sequence of LSAs allowing an iterative approach to the 
classification problem. As a first step we determine all congruence classes of 
the abelian left-symmetric extensions. Hence we calculate a part of the 
second cohomology group. Then we determine the isomorphism classes. In 
most cases this can be done by (more or less) straightforward calculations. In 
a few cases we need further observations which translate the problem into 
the language of pencils of conics in the projective plane. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Due to the geometrical meaning of our objects, all vector spaces and 
algebras in this paper are assumed to be over the field of real numbers •. 
Nevertheless most of our techniques can also be applied when working over 
other fields. 
A LSA .~ is a vector space equipped with a bilinear product satisfying the 
following condition: 
ux, r ,  z x ( rz )  - (xY)Z  = r (xz )  - ( rx )z .  
Given any LSA .Z~, we get the associated Lie algebra by defining the Lie 
bracket as follows: 
VX, Y ~..7: IX, Y] = XY-  YX. 
An easy calculation shows that this product indeed yields a Lie algebra. 
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If a Lie algebra .~  (with Lie product [.,. ]) admits a left-symmetric 
product such that 
vx ,  Y e_~:  [x ,Y ]  = xY - Yx, 
then we call that left-symmetric structure compatible with the given Lie 
algebra structure. 
For a given LSA _oq a and a given X ~ $4, we write Px (Ax)  for the right 
multiplication Ox : .'~ ~-~a : y ~ YX (the left multiplication A x : S¢ ~.~a : y 
~, XY ). A LSA .~a is called complete (or transitive) if and only if, for all X in 
S a, 1 + Px is a vector space isomorphism. 
If -~ is complete, it is known that the associated Lie algebra is nilpotent if 
and only if, for all X in .~, A x is nilpotent. This motivates the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A LSA .~ is called nilpotent if and only if, for all X in 
S a, A x is nilpotent. 
We write C(.Se) for the center of -~, i.e. 
c(_~)  = {x  ~ze l  vY  ~.~:  xY = 0 = Yx}. 
We call a LSA .~a trivial if all products in .~  are zero. Hence, the center of a 
LSA is itself a trivial LSA. We denote the trivial LSA of dimension n by R". 
A LSA .~ is called an extension of ~¢ by .Z~ if there is a short exact 
sequence of LSAs 
i p 
0 ~. .q¢-~.~.~ ~ 0 (1) 
(with i and p LSA homomorphisms). As usual, two LSA extensions Sa and 
.~'  are congruent (or equivalent) if there exists a LSA isomorphism 0 : S a 
S a' such that the following diagram commutes: 
0 ~ .~ ~ .~ ~ ~ --* 0 
II j, 0 II 
0 ~ ~¢ ~ S a' ~ ~ ~ 0 
i p 
A LSA extension 0 ~ '~Sa~o,T  --* 0 is called central if and only if 
i(.~ ¢) ___ C(.~).  Obviously, if an extension (1) is central, ~¢ is a trivial LSA. 
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Let us briefly recall here the cohomological treatment of extensions of 
trivial LSAs, as introduced by H. Kim [6, 7]. Assume 
p 
0 -* 8" --*Sa--* JT--* 0 (2) 
is an extension of LSAs, where 8" is trivial. Choose a linear map s : ~ --* S a 
such that p o s = la,. (Such an s will be referred to as a section to p or 
simply a section.) We write g [(8") for the vector space of linear transforma- 
tions of 8", with the usual Lie algebra structure. We can now introduce two 
maps: 
and 
,~ :~.(---* ~1[(8") : X --, Ax 
p :~(-~ ~1(8"): x - ,  px 
with )tx(Y ) = s (X)Y  VY ~ 8" 
with px(Z) = Zs(X) vz  ~ 8". 
[s(X)Y and Zs(X) denote products in _~a.] The maps A and p are indepen- 
dent of the section s chosen, and they satisfy the following properties: 
p :0~£" ~ ~][(8") is a linear map; 
A : oVf--) ~[(8") is a Lie algebra morphism 
(from the associated Lie algebra on ~7¢') : 




This has motivated the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 8" be a trivial LSA and ~ be any LSA. Then 8" 
has a ~-bimodule structure (}t, p) if and only if there exist maps A :~ 
I(8") and p :SF--* ~ I(8") having the properties (3). 
For an extension (2) inducing a bimodule structure ()t, p), we say that the 
extension is compatible with the ~-bimodule structure (A, p). It is easy to see 
that the extension (2) is central if and only if it induces the trivial bimodule 
structure (A, p) = (0, 0). 
Now, consider a LSA extension .~ of 8" by ~,, inducing a ~-bimodule 
structure ()t, p). Choose a section s :~ ~S a, and define 
g :~ --, ~ :  (x ,  Y) ~ g(x ,  r )  = s (X) , ( r )  - s (Xr ) .  
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[Since p(g(X, Y)) = 0, g(X, Y) is indeed an element of 8".] The linearity of 
s implies that g is bilinear. Moreover, an elementary calculation shows that 
Og :.Yd a ~ 8" :(X, Y, Z) ,--* c~g(X, Y, Z), with 
ag( x, r ,  z )  
= g(x ,  rz )  - g ( r ,  xz )  - g([ x, r ], z )  
+ Xx(~(r ,  z ) )  - x~(~(x ,  z ) )  - , z (g (x , r )  - g ( r ,  x ) ) ,  
(4) 
is the zero map. 
The map g depends on the chosen section s. Indeed, another section, say 
s', will define a map g', which is related to g as follows. Let h = s' - s :..~/ 
~S¢; then 
g ' (x , r )  = s ' (X )s ' ( r )  - s ' (Xr )  
= [h(X)  + s (X) ]  [h ( r )  + s ( r ) ]  - h(XY)  - s(XY) 
= prh(X)  + ; txh(Y ) - h (XY)  + g(X , r ) .  
Conversely, suppose there exists a bilinear map g :~ ×.,~ ~ 8" such that 
Og = 0 [as in (4)]. Define S a = 8" x ~ and define a multiplication i  S a by 
~el, ez ~ 8", Vkl, k 2 ~d:  
(el ,  k l ) (e2,  k2) = (Ak,(e2) + pkz(e,) + g(k 1, k2), klk2). 
Straightforward calculations show that .~ is a LSA extension of 8" by ~.  
Writing Ln(~ ¢, 8") for the vector space of 8"-valued n-linear maps (omit- 
ring 'T '  in case n = 1), consider the maps 81 : L(~,  8") ~ L2(~,, 8") and 
8 2 : L~(~, 8") -~ L3(~, 8") with 
81h(X,Y ) = pr (h(X) )  + ) tx(h(r ) )  - h(XY)  Vh ~ L(.Y'd, 8") 
and 
a~g(x , r , z )  = ag(x , r , z )  vg ~ L~(~, ~) .  
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Remark that 82 o 31 = 0. Then introduce 
DEFINITION 2.3. Za. p(oTf,, 8") = Ker 82, Ba. p(~, ~)  = Im t} 1, and 
Ha, p(~,, g ' )=  Z~,p(~, ~)//BA. p(~, 8"). Elements of Z~. p(~,, 8") are called 
cocycles, while elements of Ha. p(~, ~)  are referred to as cohomology classes. 
The coset of an element g ~ Za, p in H~, p(~, g~) is denoted by [g]. 
The following proposition should not come as a surprise now. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let .~F be a LSA and 8" a trivial LSA with JT-bimod- 
ule structure (A, p). Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
elements of Ha. p(~, 8") and the congruence classes of LSA extensions of 8" by 
~,  compatible with (A, p). 
REMARK 2.5. In case 8" is a trivial ~e'-bimodule, we denote the central 
extension corresponding to the class [g] ~ H(~,  8") by "~[gl" Note that we 
drop the trivial bimodule structure from the notation. 
3. CENTRAL EXTENSIONS 
From now on let g" be a trivial ~-bimodule and let 0 ~ 8" --*.9~[_ l ~ 
--4 0 be a central extension. Define Ig = {X ~ C(.2Z ¢) IVY ~.~t': g(X, Y )  = 
0 = g(Y, X)}. Remark that Ig = Ig+81h [for any g in Z(o~,, 8") and any h in 
L(o~,, 8")]; hence, we can write I t r It's easy to see that I[_1 = 0 iff the center 
of .9 ~ is 8". We recall the fo[iowing results, which ~ be of help in 
determining isomorphic LSAs (see also [6, 7]). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let "~[gl and -~Ig'l be two central extensions of 8" by 
~,  and let 0 be an invertible linear map/9 : "~[gl ~'~[g'l :(e, k) --* ( a(e) + 
13(k ), ~( e) + n(k )) where a:  8" -* 8", [3 : ~ -* 8", ~ : 8" --* ~ ,  and ~1:.~ --* 
~T are linear maps. Then 0 is a LSA isomorphism if and only if the following 
hold: 
~(e) ~ I[g'l Ve ~ 8", 
r/*g' = a .g  - 81fl, 
~(k l )~(k~)  - ~(klk~) = ~. g 
(rl*g '(k 1, k 2) = g '(rlk 1, rlk 2) and or, g(kl, k2) = ot(g(kl, k2))). 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let .~[g] and .~[g,] be two central extensions of ~ by 
~.  I f  a ~ Aut g', r /~  Aut ~,  [3 : 3Z" ~ ~" is a linear map, and O : ~ ] --* 
"~[[§'1 : (e, k) --* (a (e)  + fl(k), *l(k)), then 0 is a LSA isomorphism ipand 
omy if 
~l*g' = e ,g  - ~1[~.  
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let -~[g] and ..~[g '5 be two c¢fltral ¢Tctensions of ~" by 
~. Suppose that I[g] = 0. Then 
.~[g] ~.~[g,] ¢* El(a,*/) ~ Aut~'X  AutO: r/*[g']  = a , [g ] .  
Let G = Aut ~ × AutO, and define the action of G on H(~,  ~)  as 
follows: 
We denote the orbit of [ g ] under the action of G by G[ g ]. Now, we can 
conclude 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let "~[g] and .~[g,] be two central extensions of ~" by 
,~and G = Aut ~' X Aut o~.. Then: 
1. C[g] = C[g'] = ~ =~g'l" 
2. For all [g] ~ H(~,  ~)  such that lfg] = O, one has G[g] = G[g'] ¢* 
 t,l 
DEFINITION 3.5. A central LSA extension 0 --* ~ -*.~[gl --* ~ -* 0 with 
Itg] = 0 will be called exact. 
4. LSAS COMPATIBLE WITH AN ABELIAN LIE ALGEBRA 
From now on we concentrate on LSAs with an abelian associated Lie 
algebra, i.e. such that XY = YX for all X and Y in S a. The following 
proposition is of importance to classify these left-symmetric algebras. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Any complete left symmetric algebra .~, compatible 
with an abeIian Lie algebra, has a nontrivial center. 
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Proof. As A x is nilpotent for all X in S a, we can put A(.E ~) simultane- 
ously into strict upper triangular matrices using Engel's theorem. Therefore 
the decreasing sequence .~l =S~, Sa2 =S~Sal . . . . .  S a~+i =SoS °~ . . . .  stops 
at 0. Let k be the largest integer with .Z-e k =~ 0. Then, by commutativity, 
.~.~k =S,~k~ = 0 and so 0 ¢:.~k _c C(-~). • 
It is now clear that we can classify the LSAs compatible with an abelian 
Lie algebra by carrying out the following steps: 
1. First classify, by calculating the groups Z(~, C(Sa)), B(~, C(.~)), and 
H(~, C(Sa)), the exact, central LSA extensions of the type 
0 - ,  0, 
where C(.Z~ a) is equal to R n for some n. In fact it suffices to calculate the 
elements of Z(~, C(.~)) and H(~,  C(Sa)) which correspond to the 
extensions Sa compatible with an abehan Lie algebra. We will write 
Zs(~,C(.ffe)) [Hs(~,C(.~))]  for the subspace of Z(~,C(Sa)) 
[H(~, C(.~))] formed by those elements. 
2. Then determine the isomorphism classes of the extension classes of LSAs 
obtained. Referring to Corollary 3.4, we will need the automorphism 
group G = Aut C(S a) × Aut,~.. As Aut C(S a) --- GI(R n) [n the dimen- 
sion of C(.~)], we have to understand the automorphism group of X. 
If the center C(S a) is not a proper subspace of .~, then .Z~ = R ". 
4.1. The Classification Up to Congruence of LSA Extensions Compatible 
with an Abelian Lie Algebra 
In this subsection we focus on central extensions 
0 ~ g' ~ . .~ . .~  ~ O, (5) 
where the associated Lie algebra structure of .fie (and consequently also of 
,~) is abelian. As this implies that XY = YX in .~, it is tempting to call such a 
LSA abelian, i In fact, we will only study those extensions for which C(.2 a) 
actually equals g'. Let us write n for the dimension of g', and m for the 
dimension of ,~. 
1The reader should pay attenlSon here: abelian, as introduced here, does not necessarily 
imply nilpotent as defined in Definition 2.1. 
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As the associated Lie algebra of .~ is abelian, it follows that the cocycle g 
determining the extension (5) is a symmetric bilinear map. Conversely, any 
symmetric bilinear cocycle in Z(~, ~)  determines an abelian extension .gF. 
Hence, we should study the space of symmetric bilinear cocycles Zs(gF, g'). 
Under our assumptions (central extensions and g¢" abelian) we have B(gF, by) 
___ Zs(~, g'), and so the central extensions of g~" by ~, which determine a
LSA having an abelian associated Lie algebra, are described by the cohomol- 
ogy classes in Hs(gF, g') = Zs(gF, ~) /n (~,  ~)  cc_ n (~,  ~).  
More generally, any symmetric bilinear map g :~ ×.~f ~ ~ defines a 
commutative (not necessarily eft symmetric!) algebra ~¢g on defining .~¢'g = 
~" × g¢" equipped with the product 
V(e,, kl) , (e2, k2) ~,.~¢'g, (e,, kl)(e2, k2) = (g(k  1, k2), k lk2) .  
In case g is a cocycle, the algebra .~¢g is exactly the left-symmetric algebra 
corresponding to the cohomology class [g ]. 
4.1.1. Step 1. Let us first determine the space Zs(3f,, ~). We choose a 
basis 
e l ,  •2, "" ", en ,  en+l ,  6n+2,  " " " '  Cn+m 
of ~ ×.~ in such a way that e 1, e 2 . . . . .  e n form a basis of F and 
en+ 1 . . . . .  en+ m form a basis of.~.. Now, if g :.gF ×.~ ~ 8" is any symmetric 
bilinear map, then we denote by A g the matrix (with respect o the basis 
e 1 . . . . .  era+n) representing the left multiplication Y ~ XY in the algebra .acg. 
Similarly, by )tx a" we will mean the matrix representing the left multiplication 
in o,szc'(with respect o the basis e,+ 1, e,+2 . . . . .  en+m). Thus 
(0 
Agx= 0 
with the n × m matrix *x = (g (X ,  en+ 1) . . . . .  g(X,  en+m)). Also, for any 
element X ~.gcg, we will write c(X) for its coordinate with respect o the 
basis chosen. If we define the map 
: x 
0 0 ' 
(6)  
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then, we are ready to state: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let g : 3F × o~re " --* 8' be a symmetric bilinear map. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
1. g~Z(~,g ' ) .  
2. The algebra ~g is an abelian left-symmetric algebra. 
3. vx ,  Y ~¢g:  ~(x)q ,~(Y)  = #,g(Y)q,~(x). 
Proof. The fact that statements 1 and 2 are equivalent was already 
mentioned above. That statements 2 and 3 are equivalent follows from 
vx ,  r ~:  q,~(x)~,~(Y) = ¢~(Y)~(x)  
g g_  g g y~ g A x A r - A r A x VX, ~¢ 
~, ~X~c(Y)  - X~c(X)  = ~(x7  - Yx )  = o 
VX, Y ~sCg 
. .  / x ( rz )  - r (xz )  = 0vx ,  r . z  ~g~,  
XY - YX= OVX, Y ~Ag 
*~ ~¢ is an abelian LSA. • 
By linearity it is enough to check the last condition (3) on basis vectors. 
Hence, this lemma provides us a way of calculating Z~(o~,, 8"). Indeed, a 
general symmetric bilinear form g : ~ × 2¥ ~ ~" is determined by its images 
on the basis vectors. I f  we write the coordinates of g(en+i, en+j) as 
gijl 
~, , j=  g'{~ , 
gij, 
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then gi,i -- gj. ~ and g can be represented by the matrix (with entries column 
vectors) 
g 
gl ,1 g l ,2  "'" g l ,  m / 
g2,1 g2,2 "'" g2, m 
J gin, 1 gm,2 "" gm,rn 
In case n = 1, we simply write ~,~ =. j  ~,v~'.j instead of g~ j 1. With this 
notation, verifying condition 3 of Lemma 4.2 [and hence" determining 
Zs(~, 8")] is reduced to a technical procedure, which can be performed with 
the help of a computer program allowing formal matrix manipulation. In the 
first column of Table 3 in Section 5 we list the result of these calculations for 
all cases where the corresponding extensions are five-dimensional belian 
LSAs (i.e., for all abelian LSAs of dimension ~< 4, for which we refer to [6], 
and which we reproduce in Table 1). For brevity, from now on we label the 
LSAs studied as presented in the tables. 
4.1.2. Step 2. The next step in the process of determining Hs(g~, 8"), is 
the computation of B(g~, 8"). As, by definition, B(g~, 8") is the image of 
8 x : L(g~, 8") ~ L~(g~, 8"), let us consider a general inear map h : g~ --* 8" 
given by its n × m matrix (h~ j). It is easily seen that the entries of the matrix 
corresponding to 81(h) will' be obtained as linear functions in the h~ j. 
Hence, the problem of determining B(g~, 8") is a pure linear algebra prob- 
lem and can be solved easily. These results also, as well as the resulting 
quotient spaces H~(g~, 8"), are tabulated in Section 5. 
Because we only consider LSA extensions of the form 0 --* C(S a) --*.~ 
--*gf ~ 0, we insist on having Itg] = 0. Viewing the tables, this excludes the 
cases  
0 - '  R 2 ~.Z~' -o ,~- -o  0 
0 ~ R - , .~- -o ,~ 0 
with gF=A3.1 oro~'=A3, z.
with g~ = A4.1, A4.2, A4.a, A4.s, or A4. 6 
4.2. Determining the Isomorphism Classes 
Now that we know the congruence classes of abelian LSA extensions 
0 --* C(Se) --* S v --* g~--+ 0, the next step in our work is to determine which 
congruence classes actually determine isomorphic LSAs. Therefore it is 
necessary (see Corollary 3.4) to control G = Aut C(S #) × Aut gt'. In [6] Kim 
determined the automorphism group for the LSAs of dimension 2 and 3. To 
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obtain the automorphism group of a complete, abelian four-dimensional LSA 
~t ~ we have to find a ~ Aut C(,Xz), /3 ~ L(~/(C(,~")), C(.g£')), and ~7 
Aut[~T'/(C(.XO)] such that 
r/*g = a .  g - c~/3. 
Then isomorphisms 0 of ~,, of the form 
are obtained. This observation, combined with the automorphisms deter- 
mined in [6] lead to Table 2. 
We use this information in our search for the isomorphism classes of 
complete, abelian LSAs; in fact, replacing any g in Zs(~, C(Sa)) by any g' 
satisfying 
g'=yT((Agij)I<,.j<,~)Y, A~AutC( -9~) ,  and Y~Aut~ ¢ 
will produce an isomorphic LSA. 
It turns out that most cases can be simplified by straightforward calcula- 
tions. Only the LSAs determined by 
0 -~ R 2 - -~2- -~ ~3 __~ 0 
require more subtle arguments. Below we first give an example of a 
"straightforward" calculation. In a separate sub-subsection we treat in detail 
the extensions of R 2 by R 3. 
4.2.1. Example of an Easy Case. As an example we determine the 
isomorphism classes of the extensions 0 ~ ~ ~.~za~ A4.1o ~ O. In this case, 
elements of Hs(Aa. 10, O~) can be represented by a cocycle of the form 
g ___ i ° gz~ 0 0 gla 





g14, g~2, g2a ~ R. 
Because we insist that • be the center of .fie, it is obvious that we only 
consider the cases where g14 :# 0. From the matrix of g, it is not too hard to 
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see that with respect to the new basis {e 1, e 2 -(g24/g14)e1, ea, e4), the 
matrix of g becomes 
Y(gy~ -- 0 gz~ 0 , where Y1 = 0 1 0 • 
0 0 g14 
g14 0 0 0 1 
0 0 
It follows that we should also require that g~ ~ 0. 
Now, we can make most of the entries in yTgy 1 equal to 1, by 
considering the automorphism A of R that consists in multiplying by 1/g14. 
So we pass to the matrix yr(Ag)Y 1. 
Finally we can make the last entry also equal to + 1 by applying the 
coordinate transformation which is given by /i 0 0o) 
g 1---2-4 0 0 
Y2 = g~2 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
{i  ,Oi)o Y~Y~( Ag)Y1Y2 = sign g2~ J
0 1 
0 0 
Hence, we conclude that, with Y (= YIY2) ~ Aut A4,10 and A ~ Aut R 
given by 
y = 
1 g~ 1/ g1____~4 0 0 
g14 V gz2 
0 1/~ g~4 ~ 0 0 
V Igool 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
and A=- -  
1 
g14 
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the extension determined by the cocycle g (g14 ~ 0 ~ g22) is isomorphic to 
the extension determined by the cocycle g '  = Y T(Ag)Y. This leaves us two 
possible nonisomorphic extensions. The LSAs corresponding to
gl  ~--- 
0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 
and g2 
0 0 0 1 
0 -1  0 0 
0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 
actually are not isomorphic. This follows from the fact that the equations 
generated by Y Tgly -- Ag~ = O, Y ~ Aut A4,10 and A ~ Aut R only have a 
solution for A = 0, contradicting the fact that A ~ Aut R. 
4.2.2. Isomorphism Classes for  Extensions 0 ~ R ~ ~.~ ~ R 3 --* O. 
Now we consider the cases 0 ~ R z ~Sa~ R 3 ~ 0. Here, a class [g] 
H~(R 3, R 9) can be represented by a 3 × 3 matrix with entries in R z. We 
write g = glel + g2e2, where {e 1, e 2} is a basis o fR  2 and gl, g2 ~'~'3×3(R) • 
Here gl and g2, both symmetric matrices, determine quadratic forms ql and 
q2. Geometrically, ql = 0 and q2 = 0 can be interpreted as projective conics. 
I f  ql = 0 and q2 = 0 are different conics, they determine a pencil. The 
action of the group G = Aut R 2 × Aut R 3 can then be interpreted in the 
following way. Let (A ,Y )  be an element of G, and consider g '= 
( (Ag~) l~, j~ .) and g" = yrgy .  The conics associated with g '  are other 
representatives of the pencil determined by ql and q2; those associated with 
g" are the same conics of g after a coordinate transformation. I f  ql = 0 and 
q2 = 0 determine the same conic, then there is an element (A, Y) ~ G such 
that , _ T g -- Y ( (Ag i j ) l~ . j~n)Y  - De 1, D a diagonal matrix with entries 1 
and - 1. I f  we consider the 6 × 3 matrix 
h 
the condition Ig = 0 is equivalent to rank h = 3. 
Now, we start with the actual classification. 
Case 1. I f  ql = 0 and q2 = 0 are the same conic, then the possible 
isomorphism classes are 
g = 
e l00  / 00  
0 e 1 0 and g = e 1 0 
0 0 e 1 0 -e  1 
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Case 2. I f  ql = 0 and q2 = 0 are two different degenerate conics with a 
common component,  there are, after choosing a suitable basis, two 
possible pencils 2hX1X ~ + 2kX1X 3 and 2hXiX z + k(X~ + 
2 X 1X2). The second one is excluded because the condition Ig = 0 
is not satisfied. This implies 
(o el 
g= e I 0 . 
e 2 0 
Case  3.  Otherwise ql = 0 and q2 = 0 have four common (each of them 
possibly multiple) real or complex points el, e2, P3, and P4 (see 
e.g. [2]), which determine uniquely a pencil of projective conics. We 
distinct the following possibilities: 
1. Four distinct real points. The pencil is determined completely 
by giving two, say ql = 0 and q2 = 0, of its three degenerate 
members. We can assume that these members are ql = X12 - 
X32 = 0 and q~ = X~-  X3 z = 0 [i.e., the pencil is given by 
h(X~ - X23) + k(X~ - X32) = 0]. Consequently, 
g = 
e 1 0 0 / 
0 e 2 0 / " 
0 0 -e  I - e 2 
. Three distinct real points, of which one is a tangency point. 
We can assume that the three common points are the basis of 
the projective plane [i.e. (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1) and that 
(1, 0, 0) is the tangency point. Moreover, we can assume that 
the tangency line is X 2 + X 3 = 0. Therefore, the pencil be- 
comes 2hXI( X 2 + X 3) + 2kX2 X 3. So 
0 e I e 1 
g = e I 0 e 2 . 
e 1 e 2 0 
. Two real tangency points. Let those two points have coordi- 
nates (1, 1, 0) and (1 , -  1, 0), and assume that the tangency 
lines intersect in (0, 0, 1). This implies that the pencil is hX~ + 





k(X12 - X~), giving 
e 1 0 0 
g = 0 -e  1 0 
0 0 e 2 
One real point and one real triple point. Let the triple point 
be (0, 0, 1) and the other one (0, 1, 0). Choose the tangent at 
(0, 0, 1) to be X 2 -- 0. The pencil then turns out to be h(X~ + 
2X2X 3) + 2kXIX 2. Consequently, 
e I e 2 0 
g = ez 0 e 1 
0 e 1 0 
One real quadruple point. Let the quadruple point be (0, 0, 1) 
and its tangent X 1 = 0. The pencil now is hX~ + k(X~ + 
2 X 1X3). Thus, 
e I 0 e 2 
g= 0 e 2 0 
e 2 0 0 
Two distinct real points and two complex adjoint points. It is 
possible to choose the coordinates in such a way that the real 
points are on the axis X 2 = 0 and the complex adjoint points 
on the axis X 3 = 0. Moreover, there is no loss in generality in 
assuming that these points have coordinates (1, 0, 1), (1, 0, - 1), 
(1, i, 0), and (1 , - i ,  0). Accordingly, the pencil is h(X~ + X~ 
- X~) + 2kX2 X3. Thus 
!00 
g = e I e 2 
e 2 - -e  I 
One real tangency point and two complex adjoint points. 
Choose the basis such that (0, 0, 1) is the tangency point and 
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X 2 = 0 the tangent in this point. Moreover, we can assume that 
the two complex adjoint points are on X 3 = 0 and have coordi- 
nates (1, i,0) and (1 , - i ,0 ) .  The pencil is h(X~ +X~)+ 
2kX 2 X 3, and so 
!00 
g = e I e 2 
e 2 0 
. Four complex points, 2 by 2 adjoint. Now, we can choose 
the four points to be on the real lines X 2 -X  3=0 and 
Xz + X 3 = 0, having coordinates (i, 1, 1), ( - i, 1, 1), (i, 1, - 1), 
and ( - i ,  1, -1) .  So the pencil is h(X~ + X~) + k(X~ - X~). 
Thus 
g = 
e 1 0 0 I 
0 e 2 0 I " 
0 0 e 1 - e 2 
. Two complex adjoint points. Choose Xa = 0 to be the real 
line which contains those two points. Note that the intersection 
of the two tangent lines is a real point. So there is no loss of 
generality in assuming that this point is (0, 0, 1) and the two 
complex adjoint points are (1, i,0) and (1 , - i ,0 ) .  Therefore, 
the pencil is h(X~ + X~) + kX~. Concluding, 
e 1 0 0 / 
g= 0 e 1 0 ] . 
0 0 e 2 
Remark that the type of intersection points is unique for each pencil, so 
none of these matrices obtained above represent isomorphic LSAs. 
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5. TABLES 
TABLE 1 
ABELIAN LEFT-SYMMETRIC ALGEBRAS OF DIMENSION ~ 4 




















e2.e  2 = e 1 
e2 .e  2 = el, e3"e  3 = e 1 
e2 .e  2 = el, e3"e  3 = - -e  1 
e 2 .e  3 =e 1 , e 3 .e  2 =e 1 , e3 'e  3 =e 2 
e3 .e  3 = e I 
e2.e  2 = 
e2 .e  2 = 
e2 .e  4 = 
e 2 • e 4 = 
e "e  4 
e3 e3 = 
e3 e3 = 
e3 e3 = 
e3 e 3 = 
e3 e3 = 
e3 e4 = 
e 4 e4= 
e l ,  
e l ,  
e l ,  e 3 
e l ,  e3  
e 3 
e l ,  e4  
e l ,  
e l ,  
e l ,  
e l ,  
e l ,  
e l  
e 3 • e 3 ~ el, e4 • e 4 = e 1 
e 3 .e  3 = el, e4"e  4 = - -e 1 
• e 3 = el, e4"e  2 = el, e4"e  4 = e 2 
• e 3 = e l ,  e3"e  4 = e2 ,  e4"e  2 = e l ,  e4"e  3 = e2 ,  
• e 4 = e 1 
e 4 • e 4 = - -e  1 
e 3 • e 4 ~ e2 ,  e4  • e 3 = e2 ,  e 4 * e 4 ~ - -e  1 
e 4 • e 4 = e 2 
e 3"e  4 = e2 ,  e4"e  3 = e 2 
e 4 • e 3 = e l ,  e4  • e 4 ~ e 3 
TABLE 2 
AUTOMORPHISMS OF ABELIAN LEFT SYMMETRIC ALGEBRAS OF DIMENSION ~< 4 
LSA Automorphisms 
R GI(R) 
R 2 GI(R 2) 
5/2 (Y~z Y12 / 
0 yz~] 







2yz3Yaa Y13 I 
y~ yz3 ]
0 Yaa 
Yl2 Y13 / 
Yz~ Yz3 / 
0 Y33 
(Y22 ~ O) 
( y~ af O) 
(Y~Yaa ~ O) 

























2 y tit Y2~ 
0 
0 


























0 Y13 Y14 
YnYz~ Yz3 Y~ 
0 Yn 0 
0 Y21 YZ2 
Yx2 Y13 Y14 
y.~ Yz3 Y.~ 
0 0 Ya4 
0 Y43 0 
Y12 Y13 Yl,~ 
y~ Yz3 y.~ 
0 Yaa 0 
0 Y4a 
Yla Y14 / 







(y~ ,~ O) 
(YI~Ym. 4= O) 
(YnY~. 4: O) 
(YluY~x ~= O) 
(YnY~ ~ O) 
(Y~ Y34 Y4a ~ O) 
(Yz~YaaY~ = O) 
[y~(yz~Yaa - YmYa2) =~ O] 
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r 
l:m tall 
ta0 ~0 ta/) 
~ ~ "* ~ ~ ~ O  ~ ~ tat) 
r ~ r  ~ r  
e~ 
taL~ ~t~0 
t:t0 tal) tal) 
tab ~0 t:t0 
~t0 t~ ~ta l )  
t:d) t:~ t:~ tab 
I 
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r ~ f  ~ f 
"~"-g'o "~-g'o "~-"g'~ ~°°% 
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~ o o o  ~ ° °  ~ 
0 o , -~ 0 O" 
~oo ~-oo  ~oo 
0 0 0 , '~ 
II 
II 
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